Grant Writing Resources in the Library

**Successful grant writing [electronic resource] : strategies for health and human service professionals.**

**Writing grant proposals that win [electronic resource] /**

**Qualitative research proposals and reports : a guide /**
Patricia L. Munhall, Ronald Chenail.
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/6375568
St. Michael's Hospital Stacks
WY20.5 .M966q 2008

**Research design : qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods approaches /**
John W. Creswell.
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/6533263
St. Michael's Hospital
H62 .C6963 2009
Doing a literature review in health and social care [electronic resource]: a practical guide / Helen Aveyard.
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8345361
Web SMH Users Click Here

Designing clinical research /
Stephen B. Hulley ... [et al.].
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/6042503
St. Michael's Hospital
Stacks WA950 .D457 2007

Handbook for health care research /
Robert L. Chatburn.
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/7095650
St. Michael's Hospital Stacks
W49 .C492h 2010

Systematic approaches to a successful literature review /
Andrew Booth, Diana Papaioannou, Anthea Sutton.
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8348380
St. Michael's Hospital Stacks LB1047.3 .B668 2012

Writing for publication in nursing [electronic resource] /
Marilyn H. Oermann, Judith C. Hays.
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8293931
Web SMH Users Click Here
Conducting research literature reviews : from the Internet to paper / Arlene Fink. http://go.utlib.ca/cat/6798886
St. Michael's Hospital Stacks Q180.55 .F56 2010

St. Michael's Hospital Stacks WZ345 .L271h 2009

Web SMH Users Click Here